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Our Mission
At Tribest, we strive to make the best small kitchen and home 
appliances designed for healthy lifestyles. We are continually 
pioneering new and innovative technologies that allow our 
customers to maximize their health naturally. Featuring the 
latest innovations in juicers, blenders, dehydrators, sprouters, 
and more, Tribest products make healthy living easy.

Worldwide Reputation
Our brands are sold and recognized worldwide. Tribest 
products have gained a solid reputation of providing the 
latest developments in natural health. Our Greenstar juice 
extractors are reputably the world’s finest juicers, and continue 
to win numerous international awards. The Tribest Personal 
Blender was also the first of its type to enter into the United 
States market and has started the emergence of a new kitchen 
electrics subcategory – the single serving blender. Tribest 
continually introduces new products internationally that deliver 

uncompromising quality and new levels of performance.

Retailer Support
We want your business to do well. Tribest offers merchandising 
materials for our entire line of products including:

• Demonstration videos
• Sales sheets
• Posters & flyers
• High-resolution images for catalog houses & online retailers
• And much more

With most of our merchandising materials available at no 
charge, we make it easy for you to sell our products. We also 
offer drop-ship programs and can tailor them to suit your 
needs. Ask one of our helpful customer service professionals 
about how we can assist you.

We also support our brands with integrated national advertising 
and public relations campaigns to increase brand awareness 
and to drive consumers to your stores.

1143 N Patt Street,
Anaheim, CA 92801, USA

USA Toll-Free: 1 (888) 254-7336  |  Tel: +1 714 879 7150
Email: sales@tribest.com  |  Fax: 1 (714) 408-9733
Online Store: www.tribest.com

Follow Us @tribestlife
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RPM           110 RPM                   Warranty  3 years (Commercial)

Motor Power        240W         Measurement      11”L x 8.8”W x 16.3”D

Type           Masticating Twin-Gear   Weight  20.8 lbs.

      15 years (Household)

The Best Juicer for your Home is now 
ready for your Juice Bar!
With the Greenstar Pro, you can juice a wider variety 
of fruits and vegetables–from carrots and apples, to 
wheatgrass and pine needles, all without having to stop 
and change any parts! You can also use your Greenstar 
Pro Commercial Juicer to make other delicious foods, 
such as, baby foods, breadsticks, nut butters, pâtés, 
frozen fruit sorbets, and much more!

The Greenstar Pro Commercial Juicer unleashes the very 
best nutrition that nature has to offer, utilizing advanced 
All Stainless-Steel Jumbo Twin Gears to get the most out 
of all your fruits and vegetables. The unique shape of 
Greenstar Pro’s Jumbo Twin Gears extracts more juice and 
performs better than other Twin Gear juicers. The new 
twin gears are coupled with other design improvements 
that make Greenstar Elite easier to set up, easier to use, 
and easier to clean than ever before.

The All Stainless-Steel Jumbo Twin Gears are an 
advanced impeller press system that rotates at a low 
110 rpm and generates minimal heat while juicing. 
The Greenstar Pro also has magnetic and bioceramic 
technology embedded in the Jumbo Twin Gears that 
produces fresher juice that can be stored longer, with 
minimal loss of the precious enzyme and vitamin content 
in the juice. The magnetic and bioceramic technology 
contained within the Jumbo Twin Gears helps stabilize 
your fresh juices, allowing for longer storage times with 
less enzyme and nutrient loss.

Greenstar Pro® Tribest All Stainless Steel Jumbo Twin Gear Commercial Juicer

FEATURES
• All Stainless Steel Heavy-Duty Twin Gears
• Exclusive Bioceramic & Magnetic Technology: Yields juice of 

exceptional nutritional quality and delays oxidation – allowing 
your juice to remain fresh longer

• Cutting Points: Allows for more efficient juicing and prevents 
clogging that may occur when juicing sinewy vegetables like 
celery

• Pocket Recesses: Aids in processing harder vegetables and 
reduces overall strain on the motor

• Commercial Certification
• 3 Year Warranty for Commercial Use
• 15 Year Warranty for Household Use

Model #GS-P501 / GS-P502

SPECIFICATION

Built-In 
Plunger Holder

All Stainless Steel 
Twin Gears

• Greenstar Pro (White)
   #GS-P501

• Greenstar Pro (Gray)
   #GS-P502
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Greenstar® Elite Tribest Jumbo Twin Gear Slow Masticating Juicer

The only juicer you’ll ever need!  
For juicing fruits and vegetables of virtually every 
description, the Greenstar

 
Juicer has no rival. From hard 

roots (carrots, ginger) to fibrous stalks (celery, rhubarb) to 
even the toughest leafy greens (kale, wheat grass), nothing 
is better at unleashing every drop of nutrition from fresh 
produce to boost your health, energy, and overall sense of 
well-being. All Greenstar models contain everything you’ll 
need for easy juicing and food processing.

• Greenstar Elite (White)
   #GSE-5000

• Greenstar Elite (Black)
   #GSE-5010

• Greenstar Elite (Chrome)
   #GSE-5050

FEATURES
• Exclusive low-speed of 110 RPM, quiet, and heavy-duty Twin-Gear 

impeller press system operates with minimal noise, friction, and heat, 
preserving even the most fragile nutrients 

• HD Twin-Gear Juicing Technology produces higher juice yield and 
enhances nutritional value of every drop 

• Automatic pulp ejection for continuous juicing and easier clean-up
• Works as a food mill for preparation of baby foods, sorbets, and nut 

butters 
• Model GS-2000 adds a coarse screen, stainless steel strainer, and drip 

tray for variable juice clarity 
• Model GS-3000 adds Pasta Maker Set, Breadstick/Mochi Maker Set for 

the ultimate in versatility
• Easily juices most fruits, herbs & vegetables, and grinds nuts & grains.
• Balanced ‘Sure Grip’ Handle for easy carrying
• Convenient On/Off/Reverse three-way switch
• Easy to clean and assemble
• UL, CE, and TUV certified 
• 5 Year Warranty for Greenstar Original and Gold
• 12 Year Warranty for the Greenstar Elite

• Breadstick Maker Set
   #GSE010

• Living with Greenstar
   (Recipe Book)
   #GPBEM04

GREENSTAR ELITE ACCESSORIES 

• Soft Fruit Outlet 
   Adjusting Knob
   #GSE007SF

• Pasta Maker Set
   #GSE009

JONNY JUICER
"Not only did I lose over 60 lbs, but my 
energy, happiness, motivation and drive 
all improved once I changed my health. 
And it all started with just one juice!" 

Follow Jonny's Journey 
@jonnyjuicer on Instagram
or at www.jonnyjuicer.com
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New dual-gear juicers are appearing on the market that attempt to portray 
themselves as technological advancements over the Greenstar. However, 
Greenstar remains the best twin gear juicer because the imitation juicers do 
not have these important design features.

Nothing Beats the Original
Greenstar’s Twin Gear juicing system has 5 important features that ordinary dual-gear juicers do not.

3. Pressure Adjusting Mechanism: Greenstar allows you to 
easily adjust the amount of pressure that is exerted inside the 
juicing chamber in order to effectively handle a wider variety of 
produce without jamming or clogging. 

4. Nylon Safety Buffer: Unlike ordinary dual-gear juicers, 
Greenstar’s Twin Gears feature a nylon safety buffer to 
prevent steel shavings from inadvertently entering your juice 
by keeping the stainless-steel gears separated by a margin of 
4/1000 of an inch at all times during operation. 
 
5. Exclusive Magnetic & Bioceramic Technology:
The magnetic and bioceramic technology found only in the 
Greenstar yields juice of exceptional nutritional quality and 
delays oxidation – allowing your juice to remain fresh longer.

1. Pocket Recesses: In order to reduce overall strain on the 
motor and extend the Greenstar’s operating life, the teeth of 
the Twin Gears were designed with special pocket recesses 
to process harder vegetables more efficiently and easily.

2. Cutting Points: The Greenstar’s Twin Gears feature special 
cutting points on each of the gears, allowing it to extract juice 
more efficiently and to handle sinewy vegetables like celery 
without getting tangled or clogged.

• Greenstar Original
   #GS-1000, #GS-2000, #GS-3000

• Greenstar Gold 
   #GP-E1503

(formerly called “Green Power Gold”)

 
Model        #GS-1000      #GS-2000       #GS-3000        #GP-E1503          #GSE-5000/5010/5050

Outlet Adjusting Knob                  x                   x                     x                      x                    x 

Weight                              27 lbs.               30 lbs.                 31 lbs.                 31 lbs.               27 lbs.

Warranty                               5 years                  5 years              12 years  

Measurements                                  19”L  x 6.5”W x 13.25”D                          20.6”L x 7.5”W x 13.3” D               18.6”L x 12.4”W x 6.8”D

Motor Power                                                                190 Watts                                  200 Watts

Speed                          110 RPM

Fine Screen                  x                   x                     x    x                    x

Glass Juice Pitcher                  x                   x                     x    x                    x

Cleaning Brush                  x                   x                     x    x                    x

Plastic Plunger                  x                   x                     x    x                    x

Wooden Plunger                  x                   x                     x    x                    x

Coarse Screen                                  x                     x    x                    x

Drip Tray                                   x                     x    x                    x

Strainer                                   x                     x    x                    x

Breadstick Maker Set                       x    x                    x

Pasta Maker Set                       x*    x**              Optional

Outlet Adjusting Knob- Soft Fruit            Optional             Optional              Optional                Optional              Optional

*2 pasta settings: fettuccini, spaghetti   **3 pasta settings: angel hair, fettuccini, spaghetti

Greenstar® Original/Gold  Tribest Twin Gear Slow Masticating Juicer 
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Best in its class, 2–in–1 Slow Juicer & 
Mincer with Duoblade™ Auger
Slowstar is a quiet single auger juicer that slowly and 
easily juices your favorite fruits and vegetables from 
apples and oranges to carrots and leafy greens. The 
Slowstar has a low speed of 47 RPM with a 200 Watt 
motor and 3-stage speed reduction gears resulting in 
the equivalent torque as a 9 HP motor. The Slowstar 
creates more than twice the power compared to similar 
slow juicers that run at 80 RPM with a 150 watt motor, 
which produces the torque of a 4 HP motor. The low 47 
RPM ensures you will not lose the freshness, quality, and 
enzymes in your juice due to friction and heat. 

The Duoblade Double-Edged Auger makes it possible 
for the Slowstar to rapidly cut and juice your produce at a 
low speed for higher yields and reduction of pulp in the 
juice. The Mincing Attachment turns the Slowstar into a 
multi-purpose tool that allows you to create your favorite 
recipes like sorbets, nut butters, pâté, and sauces.

Whether you are juicing your favorite fruits and 
vegetables or using the Mincing Attachment to make 
sauces or sorbets, the Slowstar is the perfect solution to 
get the most out of your produce.

FEATURES
• Low Speed of 47 RPM
• Duoblade™ Double-Edged Ultem Auger
• Easily converts from Juicer to Mincer
• 3-Stage Speed Reduction Gears with 200 Watt Motor
• Torque power equivalent to 9 HP Motor
• 100% BPA-Free Housing & Casing
• Virtually BPA-Free Ultem Auger & Screen
• Quiet Operation
• 10 Year Warranty

Slowstar®
 Tribest Vertical Slow Masticating Juicer & Mincer

RPM           47                            Warranty             10 years

Motor Power       200W         Measurement      10.8”L x 8”W x 19.5”D

Type           Vertical Single Auger    Weight                 22.4 lbs.      

Model #SW-2000 / SW-2020

SPECIFICATION

Juice Cap Included

Prevents leaks and drips while switching 
juice containers. Closing the juice outlet also 
allows pre-mixing of the juices, if desired.

• Slowstar (Silver)
   #SW-2020

• Slowstar (Red)
   #SW-2000
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Product Preview • Coming Soon
The Shine XL Juicer is accessible, easy to use, and fits 
easily into any lifestyle. This innovative juicer breaks 
down the barriers to health, designed to help you Shine 
bright!

 

FEATURES
• Powerful motor for frustration-free juicing without jamming
• Healthy Clean Juice - 100% BPA-free interior parts for clean, 

fresh juices.
• Juice Cap - Prevents a juice-tastrophe! Keep all your juice in the 

pitcher or in your cup, not on the counter.
• Enjoy a fresh juice from start to finish in under 10 minutes!

RPM             TBD                     Warranty             TBD

Available Colors    White / Gray

Motor Power          TBD                      Measurement      TBD

Type             Single Auger         Weight               TBD

Model #SJX-1WH / SJX-1GY

SPECIFICATION

Shine Kitchen Co® 
XL Juicer
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Simple & Powerful
We at Shine Kitchen Co. believe that your health is the 
most important investment that you can make in your 
future. The choices that you make today ring out in 
your tomorrows. We help you seize today by making 
easy to use, affordable tools that fit your fast-paced life 
and style. No matter where you are in life, it’s never too 
early to rise and get your Shine on.

The Shine Kitchen Co. Cold Press Vertical Slow Juicer 
is compact, accessible, easy to use, and fits easily into 
any lifestyle. This innovative juicer breaks down the 
barriers to health, designed to help you Shine bright!

 

FEATURES
• Powerful Cold Press - Low 35 RPM with 200 W motor for 

frustration-free juicing without jamming.
• Fits Anywhere - Compact juicer with a 5.5" x 5.25" base 

diameter is compact enough to travel with.
• Healthy Clean Juice - 100% BPA-free interior parts for clean, 

fresh juices.
• Juice Cap - Prevents a juice-tastrophe! Keep all your juice in the 

pitcher or in your cup, not on the counter.
• Simple & Sleek - Durable stainless steel body makes post-juicing 

clean up a cinch and keeps your juicer looking good! It's easy to 
use and simple to clean. Enjoy a fresh juice from start to finish in 
under 10 minutes!

RPM             35                       Warranty             3 years

Motor Power          200W     Measurement      5.5" W x 5.25" D x 19.5" H

Type             Single Auger         Weight               7.9 lbs.

Model #SJV-107

SPECIFICATION

Shine Kitchen Co® 
Cold Press Vertical Slow Juicer

Slow cold press technology of a low 35 RPM 
combines with 200 watt motor for frustration-free 
juicing of your favorite fruits and vegetables. This 
vertical juicer is frustration-free due to the crushing 
torque of the single juicing auger. Easy juicing of 
both hard and soft produce is possible for up to 10 
minutes of continuous juicing daily.
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More Power, Less Electricity
Due to its smart design, the Solostar 4 crushes the
competition by producing 26% more torque while using 
10% less electricity. It has a gear reduction equivalent of a 
5.4 HP motor. More torque means less jamming and less 
electricity means savings on your electric bill and your 
carbon footprint. You get additional savings by lowering 
your grocery bill, because the Solostar 4 produces up to 
40% more juice from your favorite fruits and vegetables. 
The sleek, compact, and modern design takes up less 
space while looking beautiful on your kitchen countertop. 
And, since all food contact parts are made from BPA- 
and BPS-free materials, you don’t have to worry about 
exposing your family to harmful chemicals. Each Solostar 
4 also comes with a standard 15 year warranty, the 
longest warranty of its kind in the industry. At only 57 
RPM, the Solostar 4 is the slowest and gentlest horizontal 
single auger juicer on the market. The slow and gentle 
juicing process virtually eliminates all heat and oxidation, 
preserving more essential nutrients and live enzymes. This 
results in healthier, nutrient-dense juice. The class-leading 
auger size and Dual-Stage Extraction Process produce 
maximum juice yields. The Ultem auger is also 8x stronger 
than other types of plastic, which allows for an aggressive 
auger design that makes it easy to feed your produce 
into the juicer. So, you get better juice, more of it, and it’s 
easier to use.

 

FEATURES
• More Juice- Dual stage extraction and larger auger means more 

surface area to maximize yields
• More Enzymes, Vitamins, and Minerals- Extremely low speed of 57   

RPM to prevent heat and oxidation
• Less Jamming- Gear reduction equivalent of a 5.4 HP motor with   

26% more torque
• More Kitchen Space- Compact, sleek, and intelligent design with 

smaller footprint
• More Savings- 10% less electricity consumption and higher yields 

means more savings at the register
• BPA-Free Materials- All food contact parts are made from BPA- and 

BPS-free materials
• Zstar Compatibility- Compatible with the Tribest Zstar Manual 

Conversion Kit so you can take juicing on-the-go
• 15 Year Warranty- Longest warranty of its kind in the industry

RPM             57 (47 for 220V)    Warranty             15 years

Motor Power          135W     Measurement      16.3”L x 6.4”W x 13” D

Type             Single Auger         Weight               22 lbs.

Model #SS-4200 / #SS-4250

SPECIFICATION

Solostar 4®  
Tribest Horizontal Slow Masticating Juicer

• Solostar 4 (White)
   #SS4-4200

• Solostar 4 (Chrome)
   #SS4-4250
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Citristar® 

Tribest Citrus Juicer  

The quiet yet powerful citrus juicer!
Citristar can start you on your way to better health. With 
minimal time and effort, Citristar extracts extremely 
beneficial juice for you and your entire family. The 
Citristar’s unique, high-clearance, stainless steel spout 
prevents clogging and ensures continuous operation. 
The quiet yet powerful motor makes quick work of all 
your favorite citrus fruits, making Citristar the perfect 
appliance for all your citrus juicing needs.

FEATURES
• Powerful Motor for highest extraction results, quiet operation, 

and enhanced durability
• Auto start/stop, easy one-touch operation 
• Juice pours directly into your glass for continuous operation 
• Locking mechanism prevents drips
• Fine screen prevents clogging and is easy to clean
• Sloped juice collector maximizes juice flow and eliminates clogs
• 1 Year Warranty

• Large Ream 
   #CS032A

• Small Ream 
   #CS032B

Use the optional Small Ream and/or Large Ream with 
your Citristar Citrus Juicer to extract refreshing juice 
from the smallest of limes to the largest of grapefruits.

CITRISTAR ACCESSORIES 

RPM           110                Warranty      1 year

Motor Power        50W               Measurement    8”L x 8”W x 9.5”D

Type           Citrus Juicer    Weight               5.6 lbs.

Model #CS-1000

SPECIFICATION
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Manual Juice Press Series
Extract juice from citrus and more!
The Tribest Professional Manual Juice Press is designed 
to extract juice from pomegranates with the XL model 
and a variety of citrus fruits, such as oranges, mandarins, 
grapefruits and lemons as well as some vegetables 
like tomatoes. The Juice Press can be used in hotels, 
restaurants, shopping malls, supermarkets, greengrocers, 
houses, cafés, and more.

FEATURES
• Easily Juice Any Citrus Fruit - Easily extract large amounts 

of juice from pomegranates with the XL Manual Juice Press 
and a wide range of citrus fruits, such as oranges, mandarins, 
tangerines, grapefruits, pomelos, limes, lemons as well as some 
vegetables like tomatoes.

• Stainless Steel Juice Contact Parts - The stainless steel Strainer 
and Bowl offer ultimate durability. No juice contact with 
aluminum or plastic.

• 200 Lbs of Squeezing Pressure - Ergonomic handle and heavy-
duty internal gears multiply operator strength for maximum juice 
output.

• Fully Locking Parts - The Strainer and Bowl lock into place for 
frustration-free operation. Unlock with a twist for easy cleaning 
and sanitation.

• Quick Swing Drip Cup - Prevent spills and collect any leftover 
juice by positioning the built-in Drip Cup under the Bowl 
between uses. Lift and remove for simple pour out and cleaning.

• Built to Last - All load-bearing parts are machined from solid 
stainless steel bars instead of hollow tubes for enhanced product 
lifespan. The solid weight adds to stability during operation.

• FDA Approved - Uses FDA approved raw materials for food 
safety and sanitation.

Made in           Turkey             Warranty      3 years

Made in           Turkey              Warranty      3 years

Bowl Diameter     4.5"                Measurement    7.9” W x 11.8” D x 21.7” H

Bowl Diameter     3.9"                Measurement    7.5” W x 11.4” D x 21.7” H

Type           Juice Press      Weight              13.2 lbs.

Type           Juice Press      Weight              12.1 lbs.

Model #MJP-105

Model #MJP-100

SPECIFICATION

• XL Manual Juice Press (Black / Purple)
   #MJP-105BK / MJP-105PR

• Manual Juice Press (Gray / Black)
   #MJP-100GY / MJP-100BK
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Lightweight, portable, versatile, 
and works without electricity, so 
you can enjoy fresh juice
wherever you go! 
Wheatgrass contains some of the highest 
concentrations of vitamins, minerals, and nutrients 
in comparison to other fruits and vegetables. It is 
also one of nature’s richest sources of chlorophyll 
and hundreds of other live enzymes. Until recently, 
obtaining the juice from this miracle plant required 
purchasing expensive juicers or making a trip to your 
local juice bar to buy a shot.

Now with the Zstar Z-710 Manual Juicer, Tribest 
makes it affordable to be able to juice wheatgrass 
at home, or on the go. The Z-710 features an Ultem 
juicing screen and auger and is virtually BPA-free. 
The unique single auger design uses an extremely 
gentle and efficient process to extract more high 
quality juice from each blade of wheatgrass, without 
electric power. Not only can it juice wheatgrass, the 
Zstar Manual Juicer can also extract great tasting 
and nutritious juice from a variety of fresh fruits, 
vegetables, and leafy greens. The Zstar Z-710 Manual 
Juicer is lightweight, portable, and versatile, so you 
can enjoy fresh juice wherever you go!

ZSTAR ACCESSORIES 

Zstar Conversion Kit
There’s no need to sacrifice your ability to make fresh fruit 
and vegetable juices when you’re on the road or when 
electricity is not available. The Tribest Zstar conversion 
kit is the perfect solution for those who already have the 
Solostar but also need the portability of a manual juice 
extractor. The Zstar conversion kit can be used with the 
juicing parts from the Tribest Solostar or from most other 
single auger juicers, and contains everything you need 
to turn your ordinary single auger juicer into a compact, 
manual juicer.

SPECIFICATION

Measurement         14.5”L x 4.3”W x 13.3”D       Warranty      1 year

Type              Manual Juicer                     Weight       7.6 lbs.          

Model #Z-710

Zstar®   

Tribest Manual Wheatgrass Juicer
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WING LAM, FOUNDER
WAHOO'S FISH TACOS
"The Dynapro's innovative vacuum seal makes it easy to 
blend more flavorful salsas that are rich & creamy. Less 
oxidation in the blend means that I get great colors and the 
best fresh flavors from my spices every time I blend. It's 
high horse power motor is great for all of our
heavy blending needs and allows us to make a
large volume of salsas fast and easy."

Vacuum Blending Technology
The Dynapro features an all-new powerful 2.5 peak 
horsepower motor made in Sweden with turbo cooling 
fan designed to make easy work of blending even the 
toughest of ingredients. From ice and frozen foods to 
dry ingredients and bulk batches of your favorite recipes, 
the Dynapro can easily help you achieve success. Use 
preset blending programs, blend manually, or use the 
timer mode for accurate and easy blending every time.
The Dynapro DPS-2250 includes the One-Touch Vacuum 
Pump. Vacuum blending helps you enjoy increased 
flavor profiles, improved texture, enhanced shelf life, and 
optimal nutrition for your high-speed blends.

Motor Power        200W        Measurement   9.7”W x 10.6”D x 18.4”H

Warranty             3 Years (Commercial), 15 Years (Household)

Available Colors   Gray / Red

Type           Commercial Blender    Weight             13 lbs.

Model #DPS-2250 - with Vacuum Pump
Model #DPS-2200 - without Vacuum Pump

SPECIFICATION

Dynapro® 

Tribest Commercial High-Speed Vacuum Blender

FEATURES
• 2.5 Peak HP Motor
• Large 64 oz. BPA-Free Container 
• Vacuum-Sealed Lid
• 3 Operating Modes: 

1. Manual Control Dial controls the blending speed. Start or pause 
blending at any time by pressing the Start/Pause Dial. 
2.  Timer Control Dial allows you to set any time between 5 seconds 
to 5 minutes. 
3. Preset Buttons give you the options to BLEND, PULSE, and/or 
choose to do a COMBO of both.

• Raw Temperature Indicator- Blue mark changes to white at 118°F
• Integrated 4-Spoke Blending Blade
• Includes Stainless Steel Utility Scoop
• Commercial Certification
• 3 Year Warranty (Commercial), 15 Year Warranty (Household)

Blue star indicates
temperature is below 118 °F

Changes to white at
118 °F and above

RAW TEMPERATURE INDICATOR
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PBG–5050 Glass Personal Blender
The new Tribest Personal Blender PBG-5050 makes clean 
blending easy and portable. The stainless steel blade assembly 
and tempered glass containers ensure that there is zero food 
contact with plastic. There is zero worry about any plasticizers 
or harmful chemicals leaching into your favorite recipe while 
you store it or take it with you. The Variable Speed Dial gives 
you maximum control and the 1-Touch Pulse Button makes 
it easy for you to reach your desired texture. The Stainless 
Steel Blade Assembly comes apart for easy cleaning and is 
dishwasher safe. The PBG-5050 includes an 8 oz., 16 oz., 
and 24 oz. glass container to take care of all your on-the-go 
blending needs. You can also add the optional 42 oz. glass 
container for bigger blending jobs.

PBG–5001 Glass Personal Vacuum 
Blender
Tribest takes Vacuum Blending personally. The Glass 
Personal Vacuum Blender PBG-5001 adds the flavor, texture, 
and nutrient preserving properties of Vacuum Blending 
to the versatility and ease of use of Personal Blending. 
By removing the  air in the container and blending in a 
vacuum, oxidation of your ingredients is reduced and 
flavors and nutrients are preserved. Stop oxidizing your anti-
oxidants. The tempered glass containers and stainless steel 
blending assembly ensures that there is no food contact 
with plastic. Even the storage lids are lined with silicone to 
ensure that there are no chemicals leaching into your food 
during blending and storage. All you get is the pure, natural 
goodness of your favorite recipes.

Motor Power        ~0.67 peak HP            Measurement    5.7”L x 5.7”W x 15” D

Warranty             3 year

Type           Single Serving Blender     Weight   7 lbs.

Model #PBG-5001 / #PBG-5050

SPECIFICATION

Glass Personal Blender®  

Tribest Glass Single-Serving Blender

FEATURES
• Sturdy Tempered Glass Containers
• Stainless Steel Blade Assembly 

comes apart for easy cleaning
• Variable Speed Dial for maximum 

control
• Easy One-Touch Pulse Button
• Polished and Sleek Design
• Safety Switch
• Dishwasher Safe 

3 Year Warranty

Includes:
• (1) 24 oz. Tempered Glass Container
• (1) 16 oz. Tempered Glass Container
• (1) 8 oz. Tempered Glass Container
• (2) Silicone-Lined Commuter Lids
• (1) Silicone-Lined Storage Lid

FEATURES
• Clean Build- Glass containers, all 

stainless steel blade
• Blend & Go- Comes with 24 

oz. and 42 oz. containers and a 
travel-friendly tumbler lid

• Long-lasting Food-  Vacuums out 
the oxidative damage from your 
foods, pumps up the freshness 
and flavors instead

Includes:
• (1) 42 oz. Tempered Glass 

Container with Vacuum Lid
• (1) 24 oz. Tempered Glass 

Container
• (1) Vacuum Pump
• (1) Silicone-Lined Commuter Lid

• Glass Personal Blender
   #PBG-5050

• Glass Personal Vacuum Blender
   #PBG-5001
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NEW Mason Jar Personal Blender II 
Best of both worlds. Experience the ease of blending right 
in your mason jar or use the safe plastic carafe for easy, 
unbreakable grab and go blending! Easily make sauces 
and toppings for your soups and salads with 8 oz. mason 
jars. Create all your food basics for the week right in the 
mason jar and store for easy lunch and dinner options in 
minutes. Many of small portions can be made in the same 
serving containers. No need to make big jar and pour into 
small serving containers. Added cooling fan let you make 
many more portions without motor heating problem.
*Compatible with Ball® brand and Kerr® brand regular-mouth glass jars 

Motor Power         200W             Measurement     5.5”L x 5.5”W x 11.9” D

Warranty              1 year

Type            Single Serving Blender     Weight    7 lbs.

Model #PB-410 / #PB-420 / #PB-430

SPECIFICATION

Personal Blender   II® Tribest Single-Serving Blender

FEATURES
• New design for everyday use on your countertop
• Variety of color options to match your kitchen: Red, White, 

Gray
• Works with mason jar attachment and Tribest Personal Blender 

containers
• New powerful motor with added cooling fan to have user 

enjoy more extended blending time
• Motor cooling fan for longer duty cycles and extended 

product life
• Cord wrap base for convenient storage
• Two Modes of Operation: One-touch pulse; and press-and-

twist continuous modes for blending and grinding to that 
perfect consistency

• Comes in three packages: PB-410, PB-420, PB-430
• 1 Year Warranty

• Personal Blender II 
PB-410 (Red, White, or 
Gray)

#PB-410RD
#PB-410WH
#PB-410GY

• Personal Blender II 
PB-420 (Red, White, or 
Gray)

#PB-420RD
#PB-420WH
#PB-420GY

• Personal Blender II 
PB-430 (Red, White, or 
Gray)

#PB-430RD
#PB-430WH
#PB-430GY

COMES IN THREE COLORS

MASON JAR READY
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Personal Blender®  Original Tribest Single-Serving Blender 

Choose the best blender for your needs!
Versatile and portable for today’s busy lifestyle, the Tribest Personal 
Blender allows you and your family to blend multiple drinks without 
having to stop and clean a bulky blending jar for each recipe. Blend 
and serve your own individual drink right in your own individual 
container and take it to go with a secure and convenient lid. There’s 
no extra mess to clean up and everyone gets just what they want. In 
under a minute, life just got a whole lot tastier!

• #PB-150  • #PB-250XL  

• #PB-350XL  

Push & Twist 
Continuous 
Mode

One Touch
Pulse Mode

FEATURES
• Available in 5 packages, ranging from our easy blend model 

(PB-150), to our complete blender and grinding package 
(PB-250), and complete Mason Jar Set (PB-350), we have a 
blending package that will suit your lifestyle and needs

• Blending/Grinding Blades completely enclosed during 
operation, makes it impossible to come in contact with 
spinning blades Advanced safety features prevent operation 
when the blades are not    completely enclosed

• Powerful 200 Watt motor easily blends all your favorite 
ingredients, including ice, and grinds all your grains, nuts, 
and seeds

• Blend-n-Serve cups are made entirely out of BPA-Free 
materials that ensures you drink your smoothies without 
worry

• 2 modes of operation, one touch pulse and press and twist 
continuous modes for blending and grinding to that perfect 
consistency

• 1 Year Warranty

Tribest is proud to offer blending and grinding cups made 
from Eastman Tritan™ copolyester – a new generation 
copolyester offering higher temperature resistance, higher 
impact resistance, and most importantly free of Bisphenol-A.

Measurement      5” L x 5”W x 12.3” D                     PB-250:  5.4 lbs.   

Motor Power        200W                                          PB-250XL:  6.4 lbs.

Warranty             1 year                                         

Type           Single-Serving Blender                   PB-150:  4.4 lbs.

Model #PB-150, 250, 350, 250XL, 350XL

SPECIFICATION

Weight

• #PB-250  

• #PB-350  

PB-350:  7 lbs.

PB-350XL:  8.2 lbs.
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• S-Blade Mason Jar Attachment
   #JAR02C 
   *Requires S-Blade Assembly

• PB-150 Mason Jar Converter Kit 
   #JAR02C-100

• PB-250 Mason Jar Converter Kit 
   #JAR02C-200 

• Carrying Case Black  #PB10BL 
    Deluxe  #PB-10BD (Pictured)

PERSONAL BLENDER ACCESSORIES 

• Grinding Blade Assembly 
   #PB05

• Extra Long  
   Silicone Spatula      
   #PB01S

• 23 oz. XL Blending Container  
   with Lid  #PB02XL 
   BPA-Free #PB02XLBF

• 16 oz. Blending Container  
   with Lid  #PB02S 
   BPA-Free  #PB02SBF

• 8 oz. Grinding Container  
   with Lid  #PB03S 
   BPA-Free  #PB03SBF

• Blending Blade Assembly 
   #PB04

• Commuter Lid    
    #PB02C

• Plastic Chopping Board    
   #PB06

Model PB-150 PB-250 PB-250 XL PB-350 PB-350 XL
Motor Base (AC 120V, 60 Hz, 200W) X X X X X

S/S Blending Blade Assembly  (4 Pronged) X X X X X

S/S Grinding Blade Assembly  (2 Pronged) X X X X

Mason Jar Adapter X X

23 oz. XL Cup 2 2

16 oz. Lrg Cup 2 2 2 1 1

8 oz. Sm Cup 2 2 1 1

Cup Lid 1 3 5 1 3

4 oz.* Glass Mason Jar 1 1

8 oz.* Glass Mason Jar 1 1

12 oz.* Glass Mason Jar 1 1

16 oz.* Glass Drinking Mug 1 1

Mason Jar Lid 3 3

Commuter Lid 1 1 1 1 1

Measurements

*Approximate Measurements

COMPARISON CHART

5”L x 5”W x 12.3” D

• 16 oz. Glass Drinking Mugs (2-pack)  
   #JAR16 

• 12 oz. Mason Jars (4-pack)
   #JAR12S

• 8 oz. Mason Jars (4-pack)
   #JAR08S

• 4 oz. Mason Jars (4-pack)
    #JAR04S

Personal Blender®  

Tribest Single-Serving Blender  
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FEATURES
• Made in Tuscany, Italy
• Food-Safe Terracotta
• Innovative Stacking System
• Night & Day Sprouting Options
• Easy to Clean Parts
• Easy Sprout Cultivation
• Grow a variety of sprouts and microgreens

Enjoy organically grown sprouts.
Born from the art and expertise of Italian craftsmen, 
the GEO Terradisiena is a beautiful yet very functional 
sprouter made from food-safe, clean terracotta. An 
innovative stacking system allows you to either space the 
trays individually to create a dark and damp environment, 
or allow air and light into the trays. These "night" and 
"day" sprouting options allow for optimal control during 
the different growing phases from seed to sprout.

The GEO Terradisiena measures approximately 7 inches 
wide and 11 inches at full height and can be used one 
tray at a time as needed. The natural terracotta enhances 
maintenance of a moist environment for the seed, 
therefore requiring less water and producing superior 
sprouts. All parts are easy to clean and maintain for batch-
after-batch of fresh, home-grown sprouts.

GEO  Terradisiena 4-Tier Terracotta Sprouter

SPECIFICATION

Measurement     7"W x 6"D x 8.5-11"H         

Type          Manual Sprouter                  Weight       5.7 lbs

Model #GEO-T150
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SPECIFICATION

Measurement     5.5"W x 6.3"D x 7"H

Type          Manual Sprouter                  Weight       1.9 lbs

Model #GEO-G100

FEATURES
• All-in-One Sprouting System
• Angled Design for Efficient Sprouting
• Food-Safe, Durable Glass Jar
• Stainless Steel Lid with Built-In Drainage
• Extra Wide Mouth Glass Jar (3.5" diameter)
• Ceramic Base Plate catches drained-out water

Easily grow your own sprouts at home.
The complete kit includes a food-safe glass jar with a sturdy 
stainless steel lid that features built-in drainage. Simply 
soak, fill, and set on the specially designed and fitted 
stainless steel rack. Easily rinse your seeds and allow for 
excess water to drain out over the rack onto the ceramic 
base. Built to last, the GEO Sprouting Jar System uses 
clean food-contact parts free from any BPA—no 
contact with plastics!

GEO  Sprouting Jar System with Stainless Steel Rack and Ceramic Base Plate
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FEATURES
• On/off switch
• Detachable power cord 
• Automatic watering system 
• BPA-Free barrels
• Up to 3 levels of sprouting
• Adjustable water pressure system
• More Powerful Motor
• 1 Year Warranty

FL–3000 makes growing sprouts even easier! 
The new and improved Freshlife 3000 Automatic Sprouter makes it even 
easier to grow and enjoy fesh organically grown sprouts all year round. Just 
fill it with water, add seeds, plug it in, and switch it on to have fresh nutritious 
sprouts in only 5-8 days. The Freshlife’s automatic watering system waters 
your sprouts intermittently throughout the day by watering for 5 minutes, 
resting for 25 minutes, then repeating. With the new adjustable water 
pressure system and powerful motor, you can now sprout up to three barrels 
at a time, making it easier and faster to harvest delicious sprouts in your own 
kitchen. There’s no soil, no hassle, and no green thumb required.

FRESHLIFE ACCESSORIES     

HYDROGEN PEROXIDE, 16 oz
Food Grade 8% Hydrogen Peroxide is the 
safe way to ensure clean and healthy sprouts. 
Add as little as 2 or 3 capfuls to a full barrel 
of water in your FreshLife Automatic Sprouter 
to ensure sprouts that are free from mold or 
bacteria growth.

• #HYDRO

EXTRA BARREL SET, 3 lbs
The FreshLife Extra Barrel Set 
doubles the sprouting capacity  
of the FreshLife Automatic Sprouter. 
The extra barrel set comes with 
everything you need to double 
stack your sprouter and increase the 
amount and variety of sprouts you 
can grow at a time!

• #FRESH03G

SPECIFICATION

Freshlife® 3000  Tribest Automatic Sprouter

Warranty            1 year

Motor Power      15W                       Measurement    10”L x 10”W x 7.8”D

Type          Automatic Sprouter    Weight              8.2 lbs.

Model #FL-3000

ORGANIC SPROUTING SEEDS
Item SKU Sprouting Seed Weight
SEEDBS05 Alfalfa 16 oz
SEEDBS23 Broccoli Blend 16 oz
SEEDBS14 Broccoli 16 oz
SEEDMIX2 Power Protein 16 oz
SEEDBS18 Fenugreek 16 oz
SEEDBS16 Lentil 16 oz
SEEDBS10 Mung Bean 16 oz
SEEDBS08 Pea 16 oz
SEEDBS21 Radish 16 oz
SEEDMIX3 Salad Mix 16 oz
SEEDBS11 Sunflower 16 oz
SEED95771 Wheatgrass 2 lbs
SEED10010 Wheatgrass 5 lbs
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The First SMART Dehydrator with 11 
Dehydrating Trays (Stainless Steel or 
BPA–Free)
The Tribest Sedona Supreme is the world’s first full-
featured commercial large-capacity digital dehydrator 
with a reusable air filter. Use all 9 trays with the advanced 
dual-timer TST feature to get the best results for all 
your dehydrating needs. From fruits and vegetables, to 
meats and crackers, the Sedona Supreme’s central fan 
technology ensures even airflow and rapid dehydration. 
The Sedona Supreme allows you to set the temperature 
and timer using its user-friendly all-digital  controls. 
Precision dehydrating has never been easier.

FEATURES
• Commercial Certification to NSF and UL Standards
• 9 Stainless Steel Mesh Trays
• 1 BPA-Free Closed Tray to collect debris
• TST (Two-Stage Sequential Temperature-Timer) Feature for Faster 

Dehydration
• All-Digital Controls & Display
• Temperature Range of 85-155°F
• Washable and Reusable Air Filter
• Powerful Central Fan
• Continuous Operation Mode
• Glass Hinged Door for Easy Monitoring and Insertion/Extraction of Trays
• Internal LED Light
• Quiet Operation
• Non-flammable V0 Plastic Body
• 10-Year Warranty

Sedona®  Supreme Tribest Commercial Food Dehydrator   

Washable &
Removable
Air Filter

SPECIFICATION

Measurement      20.25”L x 17”W x 14.4”D      Warranty     10 years      

Type          Food Dehydrator        Weight        34.6 lbs / 24.2 lbs

Model           #SDC-S101

CHEF JENNY ROSS
The Sedona series dehydrators by Tribest have 
been a mainstay in my home and restaurants- 
they are the most precise, and efficient food 
dryers on the market. This tool alone has 
elevated plant based cuisine.

Making wraps, vegan cheese, breads, crackers, 
cookies & desserts in the Sedona makes plant 
based living easy!

Follow insta@jennyrossrawfood
www.jennyrossveganfoods.com
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The First SMART Dehydrator with 11 
Dehydrating Trays (Stainless Steel 
or BPA–Free)
Compact Design & Powerful Performance
The Tribest Sedona Express is the world’s first full-
featured dehydrator with a compact, kitchen-friendly 
design. Use all 11-trays with the advanced TST 
feature to get the best results for all your dehydrating 
needs. From fruits and vegetables, to meats and 
crackers, the Sedona’s central fan ensures even airflow 
and rapid dehydration. The Tribest Sedona Express 
allows you to set the temperature and timer using its 
user-friendly all-digital controls; precision dehydration 
has never been so easy. Get all these features without 
sacrificing all the kitchen counter space.

Sedona® Express Tribest Food Dehydrator    

FEATURES
• 11 Dehydrating Trays (Stainless Steel or BPA-Free)
• 1 Closed Tray to collect debris (Stainless Steel or BPA-Free)
• Compact Design to Fit in Any Kitchen!
• TST (Two-Stage Sequential Temperature-Timer) Feature for Faster 

Dehydration (details on pg. 25)
• All-Digital Controls & Display
• Max Temperature of 167°F/75°C
• Washable and Reusable Air Filter
• Powerful Central Fan
• Continuous Operation Mode
• Glass Hinged Door for Easy Monitoring and Insertion/Extraction of 

Trays
• Internal LED Light
• Quiet Operation
• Non-flammable V0 Plastic Body
• 10 Year Warranty

Measurement     19.8”L x 12.3”W x 14.3”D        Warranty     10 years

SPECIFICATION

Type          Food Dehydrator                    Weight        22 lbs. / 20.4 lbs.

Model           #SDE-S6780 / #SDE-P6280

• Sedona Express (Stainless Steel Trays)
   #SDE-S6780

• Sedona Express (BPA-Free Plastic Trays)
   #SDE-P6280
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FEATURES
• All-Digital Controls & Display
• Two-Stage Sequential Temperature-Timer (TST)
• Dual Fan Technology
• Energy Efficient Operation
• Glass Window
• Elegant Stainless Steel Handle
• Internal LED lights
• BPA-Free body and trays
• Debris Mat for easy cleaning
• Chamber Divider Tray
• 5 Year Warranty 

Sedona®  Combo Tribest Food Dehydrator   

SPECIFICATION

Measurement      20.25”L x 17”W x 14.4”D      Warranty     5 years      

Type          Food Dehydrator        Weight        34.6 lbs / 24.2 lbs

Model           #SD-S9150 / #SD-P9150

Innovative Two–Stage Temperature 
Timer (TST) adds even more 
convenience!
The Sedona Combo Food Dehydrator still holds all the benefits 
of the original Sedona model, while offering upgraded features. It 
uses the same dual fan technology that provides quiet operation, 
energy efficiency, and well-balanced distribution of airflow 
throughout the nine BPA-free trays. The digital thermostat and 
timer ensure that the temperature never rises above the setting 
and the transparent glass door displays the dehydrated food for 
further monitoring. 

The innovative Two-Stage Sequential Temperature-Timer feature 
works in two modes to kickstart the dehydration process so 
that you will spend less time and effort to create your favorite 
nutrition-packed raw recipes. Just set the Sedona to the Two-
Stage Sequential Temperature-Timer and watch it run in “Fast” 
mode of up to 155°F for the first few hours, then automatically 
switch down to “Raw” mode of 118°F or less for the remaining 
dehydration time. The TST feature ensures that the temperature 
of the food does not go above the desired level, and results in 
nutrition-packed dehydrated recipes every time.

Set Temperature vs. Food Temperature

Set Temperature Food Temperature

155°

118°

COMBO Mode 

Te
m

p

Time

155°

FAST Mode

Te
m

p

Time

118°

RAW Mode

Te
m

p

Time

• Sedona Combo (Stainless Steel Trays)
   #SD-S9150

• Sedona Combo (BPA-Free Plastic Trays)
   #SD-P9150
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FEATURES
• Never overheats above set temperature
• BPA-Free trays and mesh screens
• No black coloring chemical used for food touching parts
• PTFE-Free, BPA-Free, Non-stick drying sheets
• Built-In Timer for up to 99 hours
• Digital Display and setting for easy control
• LED Light Display for dark environment
• On/Off Switch for no need to unplug every time
• See-through Glass Door to see inside without opening
• Pause and Reinstate Function with glass door open and close
• Convenient Pull-down Glass Door Hinge
• Temperature mode selection for °F or °C
• Debris catching Closed Tray for easy cleaning
• Energy efficient with Dual Fan Technology
• Closed Tray for dividing drying chamber to half
• Night Mode function for more quietness
• 5 Year Warranty

An advanced digitally controlled 9 
tray food dehydration system! 
Sedona is the elegantly easy way to dehydrate raw whole 
living foods, preserving the natural nutritional value and 
taste without using artificial preservatives. Compared 
to other leading dehydrators, Sedona offers stunning 
features like the see through glass door and unsurpassed 
performance utilizing the latest digital dehydrating 
technologies with accurate temperature controls.

Sedona®  Classic Tribest Food Dehydrator 

SPECIFICATION

Measurement     19.8”L x 17”W x 14.3”D       Warranty     5 years

Type          Rawfood Dehydrator          Weight        30.4 lbs / 22.6 lbs

Model          #SD-S9000 / #SD-P9000

SEDONA’S OVERHEAT PROTECTION FEATURE

The Sedona dehydrator’s built-in Overheat 
Protection Feature prevents enzyme 
degradation by allowing you to set 
maximum temperatures instead of average 
temperatures. This ensures that the internal 
temperature of the Sedona will never go 
above your set temperature. Get enzyme-
packed and nutrient-dense dehydrated 
foods every time!

• Sedona Classic (Stainless Steel Trays)
   #SD-S9000

• Sedona Classic (BPA-Free Plastic Trays)
   #SD-P9000
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These templates help form uniform tortillas, wraps, 
crepes, pancakes, crackers, cookies, or anything else 
circular quickly and easily. High speed production of 
wraps is possible because once the four rounds are filled, 
the template can be removed and placed on another tray 
and filled again. Easy to wash and store.

Sedona®
 Dehydrating Accessories

• Sedona Classic/Combo
   BPA-Free Open Tray
   #SD40A

• Sedona Classic/Combo/Supreme
   Stainless Steel Open Tray     
   #SD77S

• Sedona Express
   Stainless Steel Closed Tray
   #SDE197A

• Sedona Express
   Stainless Steel Open Tray
   #SDE196A

• Sedona Express
   BPA-Free Closed Tray      
   #SDE169A

• Sedona Express
   BPA-Free Open Tray     
   #SDE168A

Tribest Sedona Dehydrating Trays

• Sedona Classic/Combo
   BPA-Free Debris Mat
   #SD82A

• Sedona Classic/Combo
   BPA-Free Closed Tray
   #SD41A

• Sedona Classic/Combo Drying Templates (Set of 4) / #SD221A

Get Perfect Wraps & Crackers Time After Time

   • Sedona Classic/Combo
      6” & 4” Wrap Template
      #SD222A

• Sedona Classic/Combo
   3” Cookie Template
   #SD224A

• Sedona Classic/Combo
   2” Cracker Template
   #SD225A

• Sedona Classic/Combo
   5” Pizza Crust Template
   #SD223A     

Tribest Sedona Drying Templates 
by Rawsome Creations

Tribest Sedona Drying Sheets

LOW
STICK

NON
STICK

NON
STICK

• Sedona Classic/Combo PP Drying Sheets
   (BPA-Free, PTFE-Free, Low-stick sheets)
   Set of 3: (14” x 11.7”) / #SD77C

• Sedona Express PP Drying Sheets
   (BPA-Free, PTFE-Free, Low-stick sheets)
   Set of 3: (11.9” x 9.8”) / #SDE120S

• Sedona Classic/Combo Silicone Drying Sheets
   (BPA-Free, PTFE-Free, Non-stick sheets)
   Set of 3: (14” x 11.7”) / #SD77I

• Sedona Express Silicone Drying Sheets 
   (BPA-Free, PTFE-Free, Non-stick sheets)
   Set of 3: (11.9” x 9.8”) / #SDE121S

• Sedona Classic/Combo Triflex Drying Sheets 
   (BPA-Free, PTFE Non-stick sheets)
   Set of 3: (14” x 11.7”) / #SD77E

• Sedona Express Triflex Drying Sheets 
   (BPA-Free, PTFE Non-stick sheets)
   Set of 3: (11.9” x 9.8”) / #SDE122S
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• Sedona Express
   Stainless Steel Closed Tray
   #SDE197A

• Sedona Classic/Combo
   5” Pizza Crust Template
   #SD223A     

Twirl, Twist & Toss
Create fresh, plant-based noodles in seconds from 
whole produce! Create easy, enjoyable plant-based 
dishes in seconds from hard and soft produce in
4 popular noodles sizes: Angel Hair, Spaghetti, 
Fettuccine & Ribbon. 

Specially designed ridges on the produce holder 
ensure that even the softest produce stays in place 
while the spiralizer works to create the perfect texture 
of noodle.

Make more noodles in half the time!
The durable motor base does the work of powering 
through your produce with precision quickly & 
efficiently.

Shine Kitchen Co®   

4-in-1 Electric Spiralizer

FEATURES
• 4 Versatile Cuts  - Easily create your spirals from 4 unique 

blade attachments. Your options range from thin, light 
noodles to thick, ribbon-styled vegetable garnishes. Try each 
style with different types of produce for new and unique 
results each time!

• Angel Hair - 1.2 x 2.5 mm
• Spaghetti - 2 x 3.5 mm
• Fettuccine - 2.5 x 5 mm
• Ribbon - 2.2 mm
• No-Slip Veggie Grip - The spring-loaded No-Slip Veggie 

Grip converts from a traditional pin-style holder into a unique 
outer grip holder at the push of a button. While the pin-
style holder is suitable for hard produce, the exclusive outer 
grip ensures that you can spiralize soft veggies like zucchini 
without any slips or frustration.

• Safe & Consistent Operation - Simply drop in a blade 
attachment, lock the chute into place, insert your produce 
into the holder, and turn on your machine. Then press your 
produce down into the rotating blades to form noodles. The 
machine does all the work and your hands are protected 
from the moving blades. 

• Easy Storage - The compact design of the spiralizer allows 
you to easily store all components inside the container. No 
more lost parts!

• All Components of the Shine Electric Spiralizer are 100% 
BPA-Free

SPECIFICATION

Measurement          8.5"W x 5.5"D x 13"H          Warranty       1 year

Type              Electric Spiralizer                  Weight        3 lbs.          

Model #SES-100
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Make Cold Brew Coffee
in as Little as 10 Minutes
With the push of a button, choose from 4 strengths:
Light, Medium, Strong, and Extra. The Automatic Spinning 
Technology rotates coffee through the water to deliver a 
full-flavored extraction without the bitterness you get from 
brewing hot coffee.

Simple Steps to Making Cold Brew
STEP 1
Pour your coffee grounds or tea leaves into the filter using 
the included scoop. Twist on the filter cover, and securely 
seat the filter inside the water tank. 

STEP 2
Pour water into the tank and close the tank cover.

STEP 3
Select your preferred strength and press
the button to begin brewing: 
Light (10 min), Medium (12 min),
Strong (15 min), or Extra (18 min).

STEP 4
Once the brewing process has finished,
simply switch the lever to the unlocked
position to release your freshly brewed
coffee or tea into the carafe. Enjoy!

Shine Kitchen Co.®  

Automatic Cold Brew Machine

FEATURES
• Quick and Easy - Making fresh, homemade cold brew does 

not have to take 12 hours of steeping. With the push of 
a button, you can enjoy your coffee or tea in just 10-18 
minutes. 

• Automatic Spinning Technology - The filter swiftly rotates 
your grounds through the water to deliver a full-flavored 
extraction.

• No Heat Involved - Enjoy smooth, bold flavors without the 
bitterness you get from brewing hot coffee or tea.

• Glass Carafe - The carafe features an additional fitted filter 
to deliver a smoother mouthfeel, devoid of bitter and grainy 
textures. The large carafe holds up to 5 servings.

SPECIFICATION

Measurement    7.2” W x 5.7” D x 11” H        Warranty    TBD

Type         Coffee Machine                   Weight        3.7 lbs.

Model #SCB-100
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Perfect Cup of Pour Over Coffee in 
Under 5 Minutes
Shine Kitchen Co.'s® Automatic Pour Over Coffee Machine 
takes the labor and guesswork out of making a perfect cup 
of pour over coffee. The automated pouring system slowly 
spirals hot water over your ground coffee so that you don't 
have to do the work. With the traditional method, you're 
constantly measuring, pouring, and waiting. Who has time 
for that? With the Autopour, you can go about your day 
while the machine creates the perfect bloom and brew. 
The pre-measured scoop and fill lines help you enjoy the 
golden ratio of coffee to hot water every single time. It 
truly is the perfect cup of pour over. Go ahead and get 
your Shine on!

Simple Steps to the Perfect Cup 
STEP 1: Scoop Your Coffee
Use your pre-measured scoop to add ground coffee to 
a #1 cone paper filter inside your filter basket. Use one 
scoop per serving of coffee desired, up to two servings. 
Turn on the Autopour and get ready to relax.

STEP 2: Bloom & Brew
Add hot water to the BPA-free water reservoir. 
The handy fill lines make it easy to bloom 
and brew up to 2 servings of coffee.

STEP 3: The Perfect Pour
The rotating spouts pour slow and steady 
spirals of hot water with precision. The optimal 
flow rate extracts a full-flavored coffee without the 
bitter notes. This automatic pouring system takes out 
all of the guesswork and labor. You get a perfect pour 
over with none of the work.

STEP 4: Get Your Shine On!
Tip the glass carafe into your favorite mug and power your 
day the Shine way. Rinse. Repeat.

Shine Kitchen Co.®  

Automatic Pour Over Coffee Machine  

FEATURES
• Automated Pouring System - Takes the labor out of pour over cof-

fee by automatically pouring slow spirals of hot water for the perfect 
bloom and brew.

• Pre-Measured Fill Lines - Takes the guesswork out of the Golden 
Ratio so that you can enjoy the perfect cup in under 5 minutes.

• Portable Battery Operation - Lets you get your Shine on wherever 
life takes you.

SPECIFICATION

Measurement    6.6” W x 6.6” D x 11.7” H     Warranty    1 year

Type         Coffee Machine                   Weight        2 lbs.

Model #SCH-150
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Humio for health!
Dry and heated air is often the cause of many physical 
discomforts such as nosebleeds, congested sinuses, 
dry nose, throat, lips, and itchy skin. Also, when air is 
left untreated it can increase the risk of static electricity, 
cracked furniture, flooring, cabinetry, and peeling paint 
or wallpaper, which ultimately leads to costly household 
repairs. With the Humio you can protect your family and 
home by improving the air quality one room at a time. 

Humio is elegantly designed to offer a soothing and 
relaxing ambience of shaded colors, which softly illuminates 
and adds style to any room’s décor. Relax and enjoy the 
soothing lighted effects as Humio rotates from shades of 
red, blue, and green.

Compared to vaporizers which boil water and release a 
warm steam making a room feel muggy if overused, Humio 
releases a cool mist which can be used all day without 
interruption and discomfort also eliminating the risk of burn 
to young children. Plus, there are no cumbersome filters to 
replace which lead to added cost.
 

FEATURES
• 360º Rotating Mist Outlet is designed to easily change the direction of 

the mist. Covers between 80-100 square feet
• Removable neck, unscrews for easier cleaning and can be used as a 

handle when transporting the water tank for refills
• Half-gallon water tank, stores up to 2L (.5 gal) of distilled water for up 

to 10 hours of use per tank
• Cleaning Brush is neatly nested in the base for simple storage. Use to 

clean Humio as needed
• Positioning Points identifies the correct position where the water tanks 

rests on the base
• Easy Push Buttons to adjust Humio to your desired setting with the 

touch of a button. Each function can operate independently or can be 
used simultaneously

• Enjoy a cool aromatic mist which not only softens the air but stimulates 
the senses. Aromatic Oils with Humio: add your favorite essential oils to 
the oil sponge, slide the oil compartment into place, add water to the 
Humio and turn it on

• 1 Year Warranty

Humio®  

Tribest Humidifier & Night Lamp with Aromatherapy  

Aromatherapy Compartment Motor Base Interior

SPECIFICATION

Measurement    7”L x 7”W x 13”D               Warranty    1 year

Type         Humidifer and Night Lamp    Weight        5.6 lbs.

Model #HU-1020
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• Soyabella (White)
   #SB-130W

Soyabella® 
 Tribest Automatic Nut & Seed Milk Maker  

 

The elegantly easy way to make fresh, 
homemade vegan plant milks using 
nuts and seeds, and even hot soups!
With Soyabella, you can make fresh milk from nuts, seeds, 
grains, and beans in your own kitchen. Soyabella makes 
delicious drinks like fresh soymilk, almond milk, rice milk, 
and cashew milk in as little as 15 minutes. And for raw 
vegans, Soyabella makes delicious raw plant-based milks in 
seconds! Soyabella is also great for making delicious puréed 
soups and breakfast cereals, like split pea soup, butternut 
squash soup, and oatmeal. Soyabella can even grind coffee 
beans and other dry ingredients with its convenient milling 
accessories.

Soyabella is extremely convenient with different program 
settings that let you easily control the temperature and 
grinding time with a single touch. Soyabella’s multiple 
attachments also allow you to create a cornucopia of recipes 
without difficult cleaning. Unlike other nut and seed millk 
makers, Soyabella does not have an exposed heating coil, 
but instead features a safely hidden heating element inside 
its stainless steel boiling chamber– offering easier cleanup 
and added safety. Soyabella’s advanced safety features also 
prevent overflows, dry heating, and overheating for safe and 
reliable operation.

Soyabella is the sleek and elegant nut and seed milk maker 
that is as pleasing to the eye as the final recipe is to the 
body.

Blade Speed  11,000 RPM     Weight                 5.6 lbs.

Warranty                     2 years

Power Consumption    750W              Measurements     8.5”L x 6.5”W x 10.5” D

Motor Power 220W              Capacity               Approx. 1 quart

SPECIFICATION

Model #SB-130 / #SB-130W / #SB-132 with Tofu Kit

• Tofu Kit included 
   with SB-132

• Milk Screen• Grinder Cup • Cleaning Pad

• Utility Cup

• Measuring Cup

• Cleaning 
   Brush

SOYABELLA ACCESSORIES

Make your own homemade, dairy-free plant milk using 
just about any kind of nut, seed, grain or bean!

FEATURES
• Makes nut milks, seed milks, grain milks, soups, cereals, rice paste, 

and much more in just 15 minutes
• Makes raw almond milk, cashew milk, pumpkin seed milk, and other 

plant-based milks in as little as 30 seconds
• Easily converts into a coffee grinder with the included accessories
• Concealed heating element for safe operation and easy cleaning
• Temperature-controlled cycle yields perfect results every time
• 2 Year Warranty

• Soyabella (Black)
   #SB-130
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FEATURES
• Easy to use, simply plug in the machine, fill with water, choose your 

time setting, and watch it work
• 3 Settings allow you to energize your water to a personal level of 

preference
• Helps purify water*
• Also useful for plants and animals, all biological organisms can 

benefit from living, structured, and energized water
• 5 Year Warranty

*The Duet is not intended as a water purifier. Although it will reduce 
the amount of chlorine and flouride in municipal water (as the water 
spins), it is not intended as a water purifier. It is still recommended to 
use the best water you have.

Energize your water, energize yourself!
Your body is comprised of up to 60% water. After oxygen, 
water is the most basic need for human life. It is easy to 
see why drinking water is just as important as breathing 
the cleanest, freshest air and consuming the healthiest 
foods. Water is essential in health and vitality. On a 
cellular level, water is responsible for getting nutrients 
into your cells. It is the means by which we flush toxins 
and metabolic waste from our bodies. It is even essential 
in how our brain and nerves communicate throughout 
our bodies. By drinking water processed through the 
Duet you are enhancing your body’s ability to maintain 
balance.

The quality that gives water its “life” and energy is its 
structure- the specific hexagonal ordering molecules 
forming a coherent matrix capable of faster intracellular 
movement and more rapid information exchange. Many 
scientists believe that by maintaining the liquid crystalline 
properties of water within our bodies helps support 
vibrant life and longevity.

The Duet works by utilizing the natural spiral movement 
found in nature. Nature uses vortices (formed as water 
moves), electromagnetic fields (from the Earth and her 
rocks and minerals), and “salts” (minerals in ionized form) 
to create water’s liquid crystalline state- structured water. 
The Duet Water Revitalizer uses those same natural 
forces by spinning water (vortex) within a magnetic field 
while releasing tiny amounts of minerals from the basket 
in the base of the pitcher. This process returns water to 
its living, liquid crystalline state with high levels of oxygen 
and vital energy.

DUET ACCESSORIES 

• Mineral Basket 
   #DU01

• Duet BPA-Free Pitcher 
   #DU02

• Duet Pitcher Lid 
   #DU03

Duet® 

Tribest Water Revitalizer  

SPECIFICATION

Measurement     10.8”L x 10.8”W x 14.5”D    Warranty      5 years

Type          Water Revitalizer                Weight         8 lbs.

Model #DU-420
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Raw Tea Kettle®  

Tribest Glass Electric Brewing System

FEATURES
• Double-walled glass container
• 1.7 Liter Capacity
• Precise Temperature Presets 

(Coffee, Black Tea, Green Tea, and Raw)
• Boil-Dry Protection
• Keep warm for up to 6 hours
• Automatic Shut-off
• Mesh Filter
• Cordless
• 360-degree Swivel Base
• Blue LED Light
• BPA-Free
• 1 Year Warranty

Heat water up to your favorite 
temperature 
The Tribest Raw Tea Kettle is not your ordinary 
kettle. The Raw Tea Kettle has a glass body with a 
BPA-free plastic outer layer that protects you from 
burns when the kettle is hot. Along with its double-
walled glass body, it has a large capacity of 1.7 liter 
for multiple servings. The Raw Tea Kettle has preset 
buttons that allow you to use the kettle to your 
specific needs. 

Finally, for raw foodists, there is a raw temperature 
mode that will heat liquids to the raw temperature 
of 115°F (46°C). Use the Raw function when making 
raw hot chocolate and enjoy a truly warm cup of raw 
hot chocolate, without the hassle of using a high-
speed blender. There is no guessing game involved 
when using the Raw Tea Kettle because the Raw 
function ensures the water to warm up to a perfect 
raw temperature of 115°F (46°C). 

The Raw Tea Kettle features a mesh filter on its 
spout that will filter out any solids that may come 
from loose tea leaves. Press the Keep Warm button 
to keep your liquids warm for up to 6 hours!

SPECIFICATION

Warranty  1 year         

Capacity                     1.7 Liters         Weight                 6 lbs.

Motor Power 1500W            Measurements     6.5”W x 8.5”D x 11”H

Model #GKD-450

4 Convenient Temperature Presets
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Discover the many joys of 
freshly ground flour! 
With power, beauty, and precision, 
Tribest hand-crafted stone grain mills are 
classically styled and German engineered 
to unlock all the nutrients and flavors of 
grains on demand when you need them for 
many years of useful service. Your favorite 
breads, pastas, cereals and desserts will 
come alive as never before.

The valuable nutrients of the whole grain 
and the wealth of vitamins in the germ are 
all only present in freshly ground flour. With 
the German engineered Tribest grain mills 
you can produce your own whole grain 
flour whenever you need it. Wonderful 
flavor and all the benefits that freshly 
milled flour offers in terms of health and 
physical well-being are reason enough to 
invest in a quality mill.

Tribest®  Grain Mills Tribest Hand-Crafted Grain Mills

• Tribest Novum (Orange)
   #HMNOOW

• Tribest Novum (Green)
   #HMNOGW

• Tribest Novum (Blue)
   #HMNOBW

• Tribest Oktini
   #HM-OKTI

• Tribest Novum (Red)
   #HMNORW

• Tribest Mill-1
   #HM-MILL

• Tribest Novum (Purple)
   #HMNOPW

• Tribest Octagon-1
   #HM-OCTA

FEATURES
• Long operating life
• Provides an extra-fine grind without the heat  

associated with stainless steel mills and with 
out the chipping and cracking of regular 
grind stones

• Built to be easily taken apart for cleaning 
and repairs

• With a timeless design, choose from three 
elegant body styles encased in beautiful 
beech, birch, or modern plastic

• 3 Year Warranty

SPECIFICATION

Grinding Capacity
per Minute Set to:

Recommended for               1-4 persons        1-4 persons          1-4 persons   1-4 persons

Hopper Capacity (wheat)           approx. 2.9 lbs.    approx. 2.4 lbs.     approx. 1.3 lbs.    approx. 1.4 lbs.

Millstone Diameter               3.9 in.                 3.9 in.             3.9 in.    2.8 in.

Weight                25.2 lbs.              23.4 lbs.             19 lbs.    16.8 lbs.

Motor Power              360W                  360W             360W    360W

Max. Height for Bowl               4.7 in.         6.3 in.              6.3 in.      4.5 in.

Length               10.2 in.        10.5 in.              9 in.      8.6 in.

Width                8.5 in.         8 in. in diam.      6.8 in. in diam.      7 in.

Warranty                3 years        3 years               3 years      3 years

Housing                                solid beech    solid beech           plastic*    solid beech

Model                #HM-MILL        #HM-OCTA       #HM-NOVU       #HM-OKTI

  Fine     4.4 oz.                4.4 oz.    4.4 oz.           4.4 oz. 
  Superfine    3.5 oz.            3.5 oz.   3.5 oz.           3.5 oz.
  Coarse    12.3 oz.            12.4 oz.   12.3 oz.           12.4 oz.

Depth                15.1 in.        16 in.                15 in.      13 in.
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Choisons® V-Slicer™  

Tribest Precision Standing Mandoline  

FEATURES
• Rubberized Feet provides stability and support across all 

surfaces
• Innovative v-shaped blade provides an easier time slicing
• Chute Box helps to perfectly position produce for even and 

straight cuts
• Large Pusher protects fingers during use, while providing even 

and equal pressure distribution
• Small Pusher and Divider provides superior pressure distribution 

for smaller sized produce
• Extension Legs allows for the use of larger bowls or containers 

to be utilized
• Finger Guard provides superior protection, preventing stray 

fingers from getting anywhere near the blade
• Grooves on the platform and holes on the blade prevent the 

formation of a vacuum during the slicing process
• Removable Blade is convenient for cleaning, sharpening, and 

replacement
• Thickness Adjusting Platform easily adjusts the thickness of slices 

from paper-thin to 8mm slices
• Julienne Attachments are optional. 2mm/3mm/4mm attachments 

available
• 1 Year Warranty

Big prep? Cut down on prep time!
Cuts and injuries are a common occurrence when 
using a mandoline slicer, but the Choisons V-Slicer is 
designed to offer superior convenience and safety, while 
still providing consistent and swift slicing of produce. 
Featuring an upright and standing position, the V-Slicer 
makes for a convenient and easy-to-use mandoline 
slicer that helps create even, uniform slices of adjustable 
thickness. The Japanese design and forged stainless 
steel blade mirrors the sharpness of a Santoku knife, 
while the v-shape of the blade helps to center and cut 
through produce with a straighter cut than a standard 
blade would. Two user protection features- the chute 
box Finger Guard and Large Pusher- make this the safest 
mandoline on the market. At the same time holes at the 
back of the blades helps prevent suction and keep the 
produce in motion for a smooth push and pull action, 
slicing produce safely and efficiently.

V–SLICER ACCESSORIES

• 2mm Julienne 
   Attachment 
   #CH-VS202S

• 3mm Julienne 
   Attachment 
   #CH-VS203S

• 4mm Julienne 
   Attachment 
   #CH-VS204S

• Stainless Steel 
   V-Blade 
   #CH-VS201S

SPECIFICATION

Measurement    16.3”L x 6.3”W x 12.5” D     Warranty    1 year

Type         Standing Mandoline             Weight       5.8 lbs.

Model #CH-VS200
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The safer and fresher way to prepare, 
serve, and store your favorite foods!
Store your favorite foods and ingredients with GlasLife 
airtight food storage containers. GlasLife storage 
container lids feature a unique airtight silicone seal 
and snap-to-lock lids that prevent air from entering the 
container during storage allowing food to stay fresher 
longer, stopping drips from spilling and odors from 
escaping. With GlasLife, storing soups, salads, poultry, 
fruits, and aromatic ingredients have never been easier.

Since GlasLife containers were designed for everyday 
use and are made of clean heavy-duty tempered glass 
that is lightweight yet strong and durable, identifying 
what’s stored is no longer left to guessing, making 
organization easier and preparation faster. Additionally, 
GlasLife’s storage lids are BPA-Free.

GlasLife’s amazing nest design saves important 
cupboard space and tucks away nicely and neatly 
during non-usage. GlasLife is also perfect for 
transportation yet attractively inviting to serve guests 
pre-made dishes. 

FEATURES
• GlasLife containers neatly nest into one another with their lids     

attached for optimum convenience and organization
• GlasLife containers are made of heavy-duty stain resistant 

tempered glass that is lightweight yet strong and durable
• Aside from being used for storing your favorite foods and 

recipes, GlasLife can be used to reheat leftovers in the 
microwave, store frozen foods in the freezer, and can also be 
cleaned using a dishwasher

• GlasLife’s plastic snap locking lids with silicone seals are made of 
BPA-Free materials

• Made with tempered glass
• Dishwasher, microwave, and freezer safe
• Easy snap locking lids with airtight silicone seals

GlasLife®  

Tribest Air-Tight Glass Storage Containers  

Measurement    5.2” W x 2.5” H x 5.2” D    6.5” W x 3.2” H x 6.5” D    7.75” W x 3.75” H x 7.75” D    9.25” W x 4.25” H x 9.25” D  

Capacity                17 oz.  (0.5 L)                    34 oz.  (1.0 L)         64 oz.  (1.9 L)                  112 oz.  (3.3 L)  

SQUARE              #GLS05                  #GLS10                   #GLS19                #GLS33

Measurement             6.25” W x 2.4” H x 4” D    7.5” W x 3.25” H x 5.6” D    8.9” W x 3.8” H x 7” D    10.25” W x 4.5” H x 8.” D   

Capacity                        15 oz.  (0.45 L)             34 oz.  (1.0 L)                 64 oz.  (1.9 L)   112 oz.  (3.3 L)   

RECTANGULAR         #GLR045            #GLR10                  #GLR19                 #GLR33

Measurement             5.4” D x 2.65” H              6.5” D x 3.25” H             7.85” D x 3.85” H                 9.25” D x 4.3” H

Capacity                  15 oz.  (0.45 L)    30 oz.  (0.9 L)           54 oz.  (1.6 L)                95 oz.  (2.8 L)   

ROUND               #GLC045     #GLC09                    #GLC16              #GLC28
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Create Limitless Selections of Flavored 
Snow In A Matter Of Seconds!
Snowpop Flavored Snow Machine is one of a kind in the 
way that it easily produces delicious, flavorful, soft snow 
straight to serve.  It eliminates the freezing, handling 
of bulky flavored ice blocks and the conventional 
shaving process altogether. The Snowpop works with 
a wide range of base liquids including juice, water, 
soda, alcoholic beverages, milk, and even yogurt to 
create sensational flavored ice of snow-like consistency 
and texture that delightfully melts in your mouth. The 
Snowpop is sure to make any business distinctive by 
creating limitless selections of flavored snow recipes with 
just a single, simple machine.

Snowpop®  

Tribest Flavored Snow Countertop Machine

SPECIFICATION

Warranty             1 year (Parts) / 3 years (Compressor)

Type         Snow Machine                    Weight       144 lbs.

Model #PS-CR255WT

FEATURES
• Quick and easy to clean
• Unlimited recipes with toppings & flavor combinations
• Handles virtually all type of liquid
• Creates beautiful soft snow texture and consistency
• Easily switch flavors with multiple reservoir containers.
• Adjustable drum speed settings
• Makes business distinctive and unique
• Customers will always leave satisfied and happy 
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